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By GEORGE JOHNSON
N••• Editor

Drug Re10urces for University Groups, a
drug education program which operates a
street drug analysis lab, has iuued ita last
report unless it can obtain funding from the
community.
DRUG was licensed three years ago under a
federal grant which provid4!(1 the group with
approximately $10,000 a year to pay for staff
and equipment. The grant expires at the end
of June.
Under the supervision of an advisory board
of chemists, phatmacologists, pharmacists,
psychologists and laywers, DRUG analyzed
samples of street drugs submitted
anonymously by members of the community.
Drugs were mailed to the group with an
accompanying form (available in various
places in the community) which said what the.
drug was alleged to-be and in what part of the
city it was obtained. Each form had a
different code number which the ~rson
submitting the drug remembered. Then he
would call and give the number to receive a
report on the drug's actual contents. Each
month DRUG issued a report listing drugs
submitted-what they were supposed to be
and what they actually were.

Since last August DRUG found that only
50 per cent of alleged barbituates submitted
were actually barbituates. Twenty·nine per
cent of the .. acid" was fake, as was 57 per
cent of other hallucinogens (such as mescalin
and psilocybin) and 48 per cent of the
so-called· amphetamines.
Five samples of opium were submitted and
eight samples of heroin and other narcotics.
All proved to be fake.
Recently-enacted federal regulations
prohibit groups such as DRUG from releasing
to individuals detailed information indicating
the degree of purity of the drugs,
According to DRUG, samples were judged
real if they contained "at least some of the
alleged content."
11
We couldn't even tell individuals who
submitted the drugs if they were weak or
strong-unless we felt that it was a danger
situation," Andrea Poole, DRUG's
administrative auistant lllid.
"A drug might contain five per cent LSD
and 95 per cent crap," she said.
DRUG was allowed, however, to tell if
samples were weak or strong in their monthly
reports.
Poole said the Jaw probably came about

(Continued on Pole 6i
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·By DIANE ROSS
.

Of the Lobo Staff

~~·Chester T!:avelstead, vice president of Academic Affairs

.
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UNM Drug Lab Needs Money
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·, . rturned a dean's recommendation and the unanimous vote of
· e Sociology Department's tenured facultr when he decided to
'• grant tenure to Assistant Professor Patrie McNamara,
\: ,The Sociology Department is currenUy appealing the decision
'to President Ferrel Heady.
~·This is the first time .•. Dr. Travelstead had overturned a
ntgative recommendatiop," said McNamara.
Dean Nathaniel Wollman of the College of Arts and Sciences
upheld the vote of the six tenured faculty members to deny
McNamara tenure. He made a negative recommendation to
Travelstead.
,
"Dr. Travelstead reversed that recommendlltion and decided I
should have tenured largely on the basis of teaching
competency," McNamara said, 11 This decision reaffirms teaching
as an important element in a professor's career."
Also, he said' Travelstead paid attention to undergraduates'
views while making his investigation of the case.
For. McNamara, the decision is a ••matter of principle," he said.
"I feel that I deserve tenure since I have met all the requirements
outlined by the Faculty Handbook.'"
· Criteria for granting tenure are teaching ability, research and
publications, contributions to the local community as weD as
professional societies and penonal characteristics.
Student evaluations have given McNamara high ratings. His
publications are numerous and he was selected to be the 1975
national program chairman of the Association for the Sociology
of Religion. He has worked with the local Urban Obsel'Vatory•.
None of the tenured faculty members in the Sociology
Department here are specialists in his two major fields: Urban
Sociology and Sociology of Religion.
McNamara has received 18 letters of recommendation in his
behalf, six of which come from nationally prominent sociologists.
In early spring of 1972, six assistant professors, including
McNamara, formally petitioned the dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences to remove Richard Tomasson as chairperson of the
Sociology Department.
They were protesting the mode of governing the department,
including the firing of two teaching assistants and the termination
of two junior professors.
McNamara is the only remaining faeulty member who signed
the petition.
, In the May 2 issue of the Lobo, McNamara said, 111 believe that
my role in opposing Tomasson is very significant in the decisions
that have been made against me."
If Dr. Heady's decision is unsatisfactory to one of the parties1
the question might go to the Board of Regents who will have the
final say on July 8.

Nude Sunbather Commentary

Another Annuai'Take It Off'Rip Off

I ,

By KARL VERA and GINNY CALVIN
Hammering aunblows pound the loose dry soil into
sand, the effluvia of horae dung wafts through the
stagnant air, here you are enduring a hot Sunday
afternoon in the arid surroundings of Bernalillo,
sweltering on the grounds of a run·down Sheriff posse's
horse ranch while attending the coldest event of the year.
It is the Fifth Annual Miss New Mexico Nude
Sunbathing Contest. Our culture has come a long way in
objectifying and sterilizing the sensual-bopefuiJy this is
the end of the road. Dusty, smelling with the rancid sweat
of an X·rated movie house, the road leads to a ramshackle
stable· where ten female contestants are vying for $500
and all the humiliation of a machismo market place.
The men that crowd round the makeshift stage behind
the stable where the women are protected by the leering
Bernalillo County Sheriff Possee have come armed with
the cameras that will take the pictures they will later
fantasize from. Men paid six to seven dollars a bead for
their lack of imagination. They .pay more . for their
insensitive approach to ersatz sex: the cold cyclopian eye
of the .camera dangling about the waist becomes a
prosthetic replacement for the. penis that can't perform.
Here, on the outskirts of Bernalillo, the Miss New
Mexico Nude sunbathing contest reveals the pathetic
tTansparency of the machismo ethic: a last ditch attempt
to master women by capturing them naked on film, a
medium that immediately expresses the distance of the
photographer frotn the subject, the inability to touch and
participate in the experience of sexuality.
.A dessicated announcer, an ex-bunco steerer suffering
from intestinal termites, is hawking his poorly•paid wares
over the microphone that .he has borrowed frotn the
juvenile all-thumbs rock band sitting below to his right.
The audience is busy cocking their cameras.
"We've seen them as you would day to day," the MC
cracks a grin on his pale plaster• board face, "Now we're
going to see them as you would see them night to night."
uThe only thing they'll have on. when they come out is
a smile!, the MC jokes as if he was personally responsible

for slapping it on. He glances lecherously at the curtain
that aeparates the stage from the stable.
"Hool, hool, hool, oooo ••. " resounds from the hollow
Coors·can souls of the spectators. Goggle·eyed, they are
arranged in four consecutive levels of eye-spy: kneeling,
sitting, standing, and leaning out of the beds of pick·up
trucks, they form their own bleachers.
"Spread them cheeks and smile!" one drunk cries from
the top of his hide·a·hearst van.
Contestant number one comes out from behind the
curtair..
"Oick, clickety, click click." The film is consumed
with paMion.
"Twenty•one years old, and a dancer at the Pink
Pussy ••• Cat," quips the MC. She has the self-possession
of someone who knows the empty bravado and
unbridgable gulf between audience and stripper. The only
tan she has is the type one receives under a spotlight in
the early hours of. the morning•. As if anyone was judging
her on her tan. Young muscle·bound men leaned out of
their chairs to zero in on her pudenda. (Jeez Ralph, is that
what it looks like?) She is fragmented into sections, her
body is priced by her desirable parts. To accept her as a
whole person would be an overwhelming threat to these
· butcher shoppers who can only conquer. what is cut up
into inert photographic parcels of least resistance.
These are the ro-ving hoards. who search for a "piece or
ass" as if' it were beefsteak. They don't make love, they
devour. And right now their cannibal eyes are ready for
the second course.
Here she comes. Tanned and cu~aceous, a 19·year•otd
freelance. model, she excites comments like, uShe's good."
(Pass the salt Ralph, I like mine well•done.)
The third contestant, 18-years·old, is destined f~r
stardom with this bunch. She recaptures the. adolescent .
dreams of all. Slack·jawed, sloe-eyed, she seetns to be
taunting the men with her bored put·on, eat me, eat me.
But she doesn't ha-ve contrdl of her face and what is
. meant to be coolly condescending in a vampish way
(Continued on page 4)
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FCC Has Vet to Decide On
Crest Transmitter for KUNM
PyJOHN RUCKER
comml!hts ranging from "we're
Last autumn, KUNM filed a still having problems" to "nothing
request with the Federal is confronting us right now.''
Communications Commission
Wolfe explained that there were
(FCC) for a permit to build a 6 FM ~Jtations trying to get on the
transmission station atop Sandia Crest. "KMAP already has a
Crest. The Forest Service issued a construction permit. The
tentative land use permit to a All·lndian Pueblo Council and
· group of stations (KUNM, KHFM, KUNM both have permits filed
KPNM, and KDEF) for a
cooperative facility; contingent on
the FCC's approval of a
construction permit.
The request was almost
immediately opposed by Hubbard
Broadcasting Co., which owns
KOP and by Sandia Televiaion,
which is a cartel eonsisting of
·. KOP and KGQM, In a report
prepared for Hubbard
Broadcasting by A. D. Ring
Consultants, the charge was made
that inadequate technical data had
been provided by KUNM,
specifically that a multi·use FM
station "createa potential physical
and electrical interference." KOB
also expreued 'fears that the
facility was located close enough
to thein that if the FM 1111tenna
Station Manager
•blown over. it would come Mike
crashing down on the KOB with the FCC and they are still
antennas.
pending. KHFM, KDEF and
At the time, KUNM Director KBNM (1100n to change its call
Mike Wolfe charged that "they're I etten) are goine to apply."
(KOB) just trying to alow things
"The FCC has a required
down!" and that the pre~ence of waiting time between application
commercial FM atations with the for permits and iuuance of the
ume format of KOB'• "will cut permits. Now II the time for
into their profit margin."
public response, favorable or
Alm01t a year has puaed, and unfavorable, about KUNM's
little has changed. KOB ia &till J\IOVe."
apparently againlt the
If allowed by the FCC,
con&truction of the facility, but KUNM's move to the Crest would
all that KDEF·FM'• program boost its broadcasting power to
director would say about the about 100,000 watts (thirty times
proposed Cre~t project is "that the power at which it now
information
clauified." operates). The height of the
Peraonnel at other atatlona bad Sandias .!bove the ci~..!. about

r.

4100 feet, not only boosts
e ffecUve power, but will also
enable the station to be heard as
far away as Santa Fe and will
eliminate the blind spots KUNM
currently experiences from , its
campus broadcast point.
The earlier· protests of KOP,
the mandatory waiting period of
the FCC and the glacial slowness
inherent in bureaucracies
everywhere have combined to stall
the construction on the Crest.
"There is hardly anything we
can do at this point," said Wolfe.
It's pretty stupid to protest a .
non-commercial educational
station. We will be an absolutely
clean installation, cleaner than
anything else on the mountain."
The entire controversy may
have been avoided at the outset,
at least on KUNM's part (KOB
seems unwilling to permit the
construction of rival commercial
stations, so that KDEF, KPNM
and KHFM would have a hard
time in any case), if a plan to
move in with KNME television
could have worked out,
Unfortunately, "KNME didn't
offer a reasonable price,"
according to Wolfe.
Prospects for a Crest&tation do
look better than last year. At least
one District Councilor, UNM Prof.
· Marion Cottrell, has expressed
approval of the plan, and the FCC
has accepted, although has not
acted on, KUNM's construction
perlnit. Wolfe is optimistic. "We
hope to be on the Crest before
snowfall," he said. Perhaps with a
few strong letters to the FCC
from students, KUNM could be
broadcasting from the Crest long
before the white stuff begins
falling. All it takes is a little time
and a ten cent stamp.

New Mexico

GIBSON J·200

ALVAREZ

GIBSON RIPPER BASS

EPIPHONE

Ret 711.00 Now 111.00

Rll420.00 Now 300.00

All 99.00 Now 79.00

The Lobo report that Mrs.
Cabrilla has lost her pet fish,
Alphonse, was incorrect. In
actuality, Alphonse was not lost
but was kidnapped from the
Cabrilla Mansion and was last seen
sailing south down the Rio
Grande in a contraband yacht
associated with SLA figures.
At least, that's what Ms. Sarah
Hogg of the U of A Information
Office would have us believe. Ms.
Hogg called the Lobo on Monday
and informed us she'd seen
floating away with
n.wrrm and her husband.

The Sheik Restaurant
Featuring: Shish-Kabob
Kafta and Rice
Kibi Lebanese Salad
Vegetable Burger
Reasonable Prices
Hours-11 :30-2:30 and
5:30-9:00 Mon-Sat
Closed Sunday
922 San Mateo NE (At Lomas)
.Phone 265-9885

MARTIN Dl2-20

GIBSON ES-355

R1111&.00 Now 140.00

GIBSON B-25N

DEMANO
Rll 225.00 Now 17&.00

GUILDII2

GIBSON LES PAUL DeLUXE

Rei!MI.OO Now 210.00

All 335.00 Now 275.00

R11800.00 Now 485.00

GUILDD-50

DEMANO

GIANNINI

GIBSON SG STD.

All 225.00 Now 180.00

All 486.00 Now 370.00

AMPS

EPIPHONE

GIBSON EB-3 BASS

MARSHALL 100 WATT

EPIPHONE

R.. 1840.00 Now 111&.00

Att 225.00 Now 180.00

HIWA'IT 100 WA'IT

ALVAREZ

-.oo -..oo

Rtt3a00 Now214.00

WASHBURN ROSEWOOI)
. Rei
Now 240.00
EPIPHONE

-.oo

R11 -.oo Now21t.OO

A.. 2340.DO Now 18&0.00

All 209.50 Now 180.00

All 230.00 Now 146.00

........ Now ••OO

GIBSON L6-S
Rll539.00 Now 430.00

R11&IS.OO Now 400.00

' RICKENBACKER STEREO BASS
R11S66.00 Now 450.00

RICKENBACKER GUITAR
R11 375.00 ~ 296.00

GIBSON GOSPEL
Reg. $539.00 Now $410.00

AI.SOa BANJOS, MANDOLINS AND DULCIMERS

EPIPHONE

RIII085.00 Now 800.00

'

EPIPHONE

ALL GUITARS & AMPS DN SALE

All 211!.00 Now 180.00
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USED
PQfDER TELECASTER
PINDER JAZZ BASS
PINDER PRECISION BASS
MARTINIHS
MARTIN 0.11
GUILDD-40

GUILDF-48
GIBSON FIREBIRD
GIBSON ES·JSU
GIBSON LES PAUL CUSTOM
GIBSON ES 140"
DAN ARMSTRONG
DAN ARMSTRONG BASS

By CATHY WANEK ,
Of the Lobo Staff

•

When Barbara· Simmons
'"'" received her diploma last month,
~ she became the first black woman
8 to graduate from UNM's School
8 of Law.
riJ
A gradua~e of Valley High
8 School in Albuquerque, Simmons
·:;; obtained a bachelors degree in
~ political science from UNM in
a: 1971, entering law school the
~ following fall. Though she has
completed her formal education,
etf to practice law in ;my state,
~~ Simmon·s must pass an
_ examination admitting her to the
bar of attorneys. Her plans are to
stay in New Mexico-the place she
feels most needed-and is
sc·heduled to take the bar
examination in July.
Simmons' criticisms of Ne:w
Mexico are the very reasons she
plans to stay. 'lbe position of
blacks as the "minority of
minorities" in this state causes but attributes this to the
their cultural contributions to be prevailing social belief that ·~men
overlooked, she feels. Especially are the strength of society, • and
damaging is "the concept of three the white conspiracy to destroy
cultures" (Indian, Chicano 'and black men by allowing black
Anglo) which perpetuates the women more opportunities-thus
"myth that blacks have not and making them feel "Jess than
do not contribute to the culture" men." Equal rights ar!J imperative,
and settlement of New Mexico. for everyone, Simmons says, "but
Though she is not yet a practicing you can be non·sexist, and stm be
attorney, Simmons has already racist."
received calls and letters from
Simmons is teaching a black
blacks and Chicanos asking her ta history course this summer at the
represent them. She feels this Black Student Union for children
support shows "the community is ages 6 to 13. A six-week course, it
responding."
is part of the Mro·American
As a black woman Simmons is Studies Program's attempts to
sympathetic to · the feminist make up for classes eliminated
movement, but feels, "If all from ordinary school curriculum.
grievances of the women's Segregation in Albuquerque is
movement were settled tomorrow, basically economic, according to
I would still have problems." She Simmons, and the educational
has never encountered great program reflects the fact that
obstacles in her path to education, blacks have neither money or

Soon Pueblo Indians
Can Earn BA Degrees
Under UNM Program

GIANNINI

GUILDD-40
lilt
Now
•
GUJLDD-35

Barbara Simmons First Black
Female Grad From Law School

'§

Mex:u;!o,

.... 341.00 Now 210.00

Rlt121.00 NowGO.OO

0

The New MeKico Dally Lobo js I>Uhlished Monday through Frid .y every
regular week of the University year
nnd weekly during the summer session
by the Board of Student Publications of
the University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associatl'!d with UNM
Second class )Jostage paid at Albuquer~
'tue, New Mexico 8713_L. Sub~cription
rate Is $7.60 for the academic year
, The opinions expressed on the 'edi..
torial page:; of The Daily Lobo are
those of the author !;f;llely. Unsigned
opinion ·~- that or the editorial board
of The .Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo ncc~sarily represents
the .views of the University of New

GIBSON J-45

R111S0.00 Now 120.00

]

4102, 277-4202

All 600.00 Now 480.00
GUILD 212 XL
R11 525.00 Now 420.00

R11. $450.00 Now $360.00

'N

Box 20, Univel'sity P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277-

SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE
t2 STRINGS
ELECTRIC&

CLASSICAL&

t.:

DAILY LOBO;,,
Vol. 71
NO. 149

GUITAR SALE

FLATTOPS

c:>
.....

2212 CENTRAL, SE

266-2338

UN

New Mexico's Pueblo Indians will soon be able to stay close to home
and ~rn four-year teaching degrees, thanks to a new UNM program.
The Pueblo Teacher Training project, sponsored by the All·Indian
Pueblo Council (AIPC) and UNM, recently honored its first graduating
class of two:year Associate of Arts (A.A.) students. Next year, a full
program will be offered toward the four-year bachelor's degree.
The 22 teacher aids, from a cross·section of the state's 19 pueblos,
joined Indian leaders and educators for a one·day informational session
held on the uNM campus. Awarded certificates of achievement were:
from Zuni Pueblo, Ella Louise Gia, Sadie Eusace, Maefa Coble, Mary
Eustace Nahonai, Sandra Laweka, Willa Mae Natewa, Virginia Shetima
and Saracita Tucson; Nellie Mirabal, Nambe; Alberta C. Brown, Laguna;
Cyrus J. Chino, Yvonne M. Chino, Charlotte Garcia, and Elizabeth
Garcia of Acomita; Henry Martinez, San Juan; and from Taos Pueblo,
Crucita Archuleta, Ethel Cordova, Rose Cordova, Crucita .R. Lujan,
Tonita T. Lujan, Christine R. Martinez, and Mary L. Martinez.
Also singled out for recognition was Donna Pino of Santa Ana, who
recently received her B.S. degree in education-the first such graduate
through the on-site programs initiated by UNM.
. Conference participants included Val Cordova, former AIPC
chairman, who moderated the program; and opening speakers Dr. David
Darling, dean of the College. of Education; Ernest Lovato, AIPC
vice-chairman;·and UNM President Ferrel Heady.
In the audience were Pueblo Governors Martin Aguilar of San
Ddefonso and Alvino Lucero of lsleta, and Laguna spokesman John M.
Pino, Jr., as well as many of the more than 140 other teacher aides still
in training.
Under a new UNM policy recently adopted by the faculty, next
year's teacher training project will expand from the present two-year
A.A. program. .
•
. .
Resident credit toward the four-year bachelor's degree 111 educatwn
will be provided on·site for the first time. Pueblo students need not
journey to the main UNM campus except for a few summer courses.
''This is an important step for New Mexico's rural population, many
of whom would be denied college educations if it meant a move to the
city " said Prof. Dan Honahni, a Hopi Indian on the College of
Edu~ation faculty, and Co·director of the project with Dr. Donald
·
'II mvo
• 1ve " a f am1·1 y. o f
Lange.
A new feature of . next year •s program
WI
educators/' from small children through colleg~ professors. I~ this w_ay
it is hoped to provide the freshmen through seruor teacher tramees Wlth
a complete teaching environment.
.
·
"UNM college professors will observe students teach~ng in pueb!o
classl'ooms" said Upton Ethelbah, a Santa· Clara·Wh1te Mountam
Apache and chairman of ~he AIPC Advisory Board. "This ~pportuni~:V
doesn't exist on the mam campus where students practice teach m
public schools and may or may not be. putting what they've learned to
. goo d use. "
.. .
.
...
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Climmie Simmons, a senior in
sociology at UNM, enabled her to
study and to be active in so many
organizations,

Prawn of Dallas, Texas, for their
financial SJ.lpport of her
undergraduate education. Their
help, and that of her husband,

numbers in this city.
Through the Regional Herbert
Smith Fellowship Simmons will
begin work in August as a legal
clerk at the Legal Aid Society of
Albuquerque. Sponsored by
Howard University in Washington,
D.C., this grant places laywers in
poor communities around the
country, providing inexpensive
legal aid. At the end of her year at
the Legal Aid Society, Simmons
hopes to enter private practice,
specializing in criminal and
property law,
Just a few of the organizations
in which Simmons served during
guduate studies· include the
National Black American Law
Student Association, of which she
was regional director, the Law
Student Civil Rights Research
Division (local president), the
Student Court of ASUNM (Chief
Justice), the National Council of
Negro Women, Delta Sigma Theta
sorority, and the Black Coalition.
Simmons feels indebted to het·
parents, Rev. and Ms. Leroy

Bicycles! Bicycles! Bicycles!
nnn
3, 5, and 10 speeds
Featuring the
. IIIUI

Ditane
IIIIII

The Handmade Bicycle from France
From $84.95
Red Tag Sale
every Fri. & Sat.
this week
Wilson tennis racquets, balls and
clothing at drastic savings.
111111

THE BIKE SHDP
842-!ltDD

823 Y al• S.E.

PANTS

MADE

-TOA
DIFFERENT
VISION

. ...

-

....:. _,.,..•
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RED HOT
PANTS

· in the Mini Mall at 171 0 Central SE'

;p

Another Annua/ITake It Off'Rip Off
And more-and more-of the same; but this year there
are only 10 contestants and everyone is horribly
disappointed. The MC parades the girls all out together
again, and then announces that he is going to move them
back into the dressing room for closer viewing by the
judges, Roll'em away R,alph.
He turns the microphones over to the band for a little
intermissions entertainment, and the all-thumbs open wi~h
a rousing country-version of "Honky' Tonk Woman," full
of rather appropos lines like, "I made her-then I covered
her with roses," and to whoops of appreciation, a
mountain-woman clad in an Indian print sari leaps onto
the stage, leaving her old man and 14-month·old daughter
on the sidelines. As most of the menfolk rush the stage,
cameras erect, she gets into a beautiful and exciting strip
act. Ginny talked to her afterwards, while she sat quietly
bouncing her whimpering baby on her lap and sipping Old
Stagg and coke.
"You know, we thought this was going to be a nude
beach type of thing, like we used to go to in
California-jeez, if I have to pay seven bucks I might as
well get my kicks."
Yup, she got her kicks. But she couldn't help but
notice, as she put it, "I'm dancing this beautiful dance;
(Continued from page 1)

comes out more like a 13-year·old hamminl'! it U» in front
of her mirror. Her heavy-lidded demeanor is somehow
transformed into sexiness by the distorting lens of the
camera.
"You can sit on me, honey!"
The crowd jams in toward the stage.
·
"Down, down in front!" hollers a fat man dressed in
Florida Pink with his camera held high above his head in
hopes of an aerial shot.
He:r head langourously bobbing, the contestant
disappears through the curtain.
"Don't leave me.baby!"
Before anyone has time to check on how het' snapshot
has turned out, the fourth contestant sidles onto the
stage, shyly slidin$ along the curtain. (What's she doing
here Ralph? She looks scared.)

....to....""

UNM DRUG Lab Needs .Money;
Federal Grant To End In June
.:g

~

!-

the· bees and grasshoppers that continually hmd on
shoulders and pot bellies, until-at last-the contest11nts
are called up on stage for the announcement of the
finalists. Standing against the curtain without any clothes
on in police line'up fashion, the women are referred tO
anonymously by their numbers as the men shout out their
'
choices:
"Number 6! ... 4! ... 8! ... Yea 8! ... 1!" come the
shouts.
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For anyone who might have arrived late, the scene S'
'='
could be one of body-bidding at an ancient Egyptian slave p
auction.
~
The MC reads off the list of winners; the losers stand ii
around brushing away flies and sweating.
N

C'/2

"Second runner-up·: Sheri Lloyd, Albuquerque .....
CD
Technical Vocational School student."
~

Iff

8
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~

~

~

.~

~

""

"Click ... Click click."

II<

"First runner·up: Donna Gordon, dancer,"
"Clicketyclicketyclicketyclick. ''
Hold on to your cameras, here it comes, the winner of
$500 and a part in a TV series is ..• Tanya Torres!
Hurray! But wait a minute. Last year's winner claimed
she never got paid. Not only that, but the dried out MC
makes the award even more dubious by mentioning to
everybody that lucky Tanya gets to spend a night with
him at the Albuquerque Marina Hotel.
And she's still smiling.
Smile•... An estimated 1,000 people turned out for
the show, which seems to imply that between $6,000 and
$7,000 was collected. Th'l. lucky girls each received
$10.00 for trying, and luckier Tanya gets $500. It still
seems that somebody made a hell of a lot of money off
the nude sunbathers.
Chuck Mittlestaat, spokesman for Sunbather
Enterprises (the group that sponsored the contest), said he
didn't think how much money they made was "any body's
business but the tax people's.". He wouldn't say who
Sunbather Enterprises consisted of..

(Continued from page l)

because of community criticism that drug
analysis labs were "quality control agencies"
for drug users.
She said that before the law was passed
DRUG didn't have the equipment to perform
quantitative analyses.
"Most of the (people submitting drugs)
were probably users concerned about what
they're getting on the streets," Poole said.
"We might have shot down some of the
more burning pushers."
Sbe said other people who used DRUG's
analysis lab were parents concerned about
what their children were doing and friends
concerned about other friends. She said other
drug-counseling agencies also used their
services.
DRUG guarantees complete anonymity to
all participants. The group operated in
cooperation with the Albuquerque Police
Department, the New Mexico Board of
Pharmacy, and the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs. They were under direct
supervision of Dr. Nicholas Vanderborgh of
the UNM Chemistry Department,
"Our budget (about $10,000 a year)
included salarying a part-time chemist," Poole
said.
"We purchased the bulk of the equipment
we used."
The equipment, she said, will remain in the
UNM chemistry department until DRUG
receives funds from the community. She said
La Llave., a local methadone treatment
program, will continue to use some of the
equipment.
"We had our grant renewed every year,"
Poole said. "We were lucky. A lot of projects
under the same programs lost their grants
before the three years were up.

"We were told originally that the grant was
for a maximum of three years. Now hopefully
we 'II be picked up locally. But it's an
expensive operation.''
· Poole said the only drug labs in the city
now are the police and hospital labs. She said
that individuals wishing to have drugs
analy:~~ed will have to send five dollars to a
laboratory in Palo Alto,
DRUG had no charge for their services.
She said they had extended the program to
Sandia and West Mesa high schools in·
'Albuquerque.
.

"She's a student," the MC smirks sardonically.
"Whatd'ya study?" he asks.
1f there is a reply it isn't heard.

The Rocky Mountain and American Federations of Mineralogical
a<>cieties have named Dr. Klaus Keil an honorary scholarship award
grantor,

"She's a student of 'whore'ticulture," he quips.
The bawdy laughs lead you to believe that very few
people present know what horticulture is, and. that if the
announcer said she was concerned about happiness they
would only think of how she craved their atrophied .
genitals.

,

By the time the next girl appears the competition for
camera positions is getting unruly. You would think that
the swatch of hair growing where the loins join had just
been discovered; the shutterbugs look like mushroom
pickers the way they all are bent over.
"Get your elbow outta the way!" a woman snaps. She
is wearing a ha)ter top and high·heeled clogs. She bears a
distinct likeness to Minny Mouse. She is kneeling forward
with a cannon-barrel lens probing the pubic region o£ a
contestant whose vinyl lips are melting in the sun. The
man poking her is her husband.
With each new naked woman the crowd converges
closer to the stage, enveloping the remaining parade space
like a pseudopod engulfing its dinner. Responding to this
feeding instinct, a saucy blonde dancer lifts one of her
breasts, aims a nipple at the front row o£ extended black
eyeballs, and-would ya believe it Ralph?-squirts an arc
of milks. The tunnel•scoped lenses flinch back like a row
of sensitive insect feelers, and the mob lets out a lusty
roar.
And she's right back to work again, suckling the
thirty-year-old infants.

Keil also is a principal lunar sample investigator for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

right, and there's all these guys 2 inches away taking shots
of little spots of my body." Snatch shots, to be specific,
printed out in seconds by Instamatics.
She turns to her old man and says proudly, "So you
see?! Small breasts don't mean a thing. I had all those
guys up there and they loved it!"

-....,.
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The Broadway Hit Musical Comedy

110
IN THE
SHADE

The sad thing about her act is that she doesn •t•seem to
realize that the men there haven't paid seven dollars to get
into the cattle pen and watch a happy woman do a joyful,
erotic dance. They crave all the excitement of
obscenity-the chance to see live pussy and if they're
lucky, take home some black and white celluloid copies.
The watchers sit around bored, vaguely brushing away
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Civic Light Opera
POPEJOY HALL

.__ _ _ _•• AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

The MC belatedly introduces her as the president o£ the
New Zealand Take·it·Off Legion-the crowd wouldn't dig
the fact that she's actually a hippy pig·farmer from
Chimayo, who doesn't shave her legs. That's a little too
real.

Unsigned editorials represent a majority' opinion ot the
Daily Lobo staff, All other columns, tartoons and letter!
i'Cpresent the opinion oi' the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.
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Fortunately-or perhaps unfortunately-she doesn't
have to hear all the comments at the outer edge of the
crowd during her dance,

Editorial
Board
...

This means that Dr. Keil, director of the Institute of Meteoritics, will
choose by Sept. 1 a graduate student who is studying mineralogy or
petrology to receive a $1,500 scholarship.
Dr. Keil, a professor of geology, received a plaque because of the
honor, It was presented to him by John Beavers, state director of the
NewMexicochapteroftbe Rocky Mountain Federation of Mineralogical
Societies.

A couple of Catholic high school kids wearing their
gold crosses on chains around their necks arc awestruck.
"I can't believe this," one of them says with amazement.
The adoration of the blessed virgin and tbe blood of the
lamb is easier to concecptualizc for these boys than
female nudity. Considering the religious denial of the
body that is responsible for a large part of the attitude of
untouchable reverence towards nudity, it seems appropos
that this event takes place on a Sunday.

John Rucker

Arts & Media

Sports Editor

Jon Bowman

Del Jones

Karl Vera
Orlando Medina
.

*Matinee only
I
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The Student Health Center is
holding rap sessions on
contraception and/or sexuality,
Tuesdays, 2-5 p.m., in room 220,

BELLS
5

14.00
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DRUG opened its analysis lab in August
1972. They were involved in other work such
as conducting workshops and arranging
college course work in drug-related fields.
All these activities will be discontinued if
DRUG does not receive an alternative means
of funding, Poole said.
Although there are a number of drug
analysis labs in the country, DRUG was the
21 20 Central. S.E.
only one to be funded 'under the National
~-=.......--===~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~!;~~=~!!!!!;~~~~~~Drug Education Act.

Keil Will Award Grants

Next year, girls, set it up yourselves or let the men
make the money off their own bodies.

The meeting is at 7:30 at 4901
Central NE,

BIG

Since last August DRUG found that only
50 per cent of alleged barbituates submitted
were actually barbituates. Twenty-nine per ,
cent of the "acid" was fake, as was 57 per
cent of other hallucinogens (such as
mescaline and psilocybin) and 48 per cent of
the so-called amphetamines.
Five samples of opium were submitted
and eight samples of heroin and other
narcotics. All DI'OVed to be fake.

He said the contest lost money. How? one might ask.

"37·25·37," the MC rattles off the dimensions like a
carpet salesman.

Dr. Robert Howard of the
UNM medical school will be the
featured speaker at a June 27th
Sierra club meeting concerning
hypothermia, a condition which
affects unprepared hikers in the
mountains. The public is invited.
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ITALIAN SAUSAGE • MEATBALL
EGGPLANT
• PORK & PEPPERS
PLUS OVER 50 other subs!
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COUPON
I
SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
I FREE Larae Coke! I I
Home-Made
I With Any Iandwich I I
Lasagne
1
You Order!
1
$1 49
with this coupon
1--------------.& I
THE FINEST ITALIAN AMERICAN DELICATESSEN
I
COLD CUTS • CUT TO YOUR ORDER •
I
TO TAKEOUT!
Hours 11 am-1 Opm Monday thru Saturday
I
3pm-9pm Sunday
1
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TAKE OUT
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A Little Bit of Italy".
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How To Protect Yourself From Local Rapist
By GINNY CALVIN
Of the Lobo Staff

In the past three months many women
have been raped in the university
area-most of them by the same blond
"hippy" male, and most of them in their
own homes.
You can wait for the police to catch
this guy and others like him, but you
can't assume he'll be caught before you
become another victim.
The police are doing what they can to
try to stop the rapes but, women, in the
meantime you can try to protect
yourselves.
Keep all your doors and all your
windows locked at night. If you have to
keep your windows open for theeool night

~
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like ADT Security Systems for around
$75-$37.50 each, If you can't afford
that, rig up something yourself, with
the help of your local engineering friend. It
can be done very cheaply.
It has become apparent that you can no
longer consider yourself safe just because
you have male· roommates or big dogs.
Other forms of protection are up to
you. Obviously, you take some chances if
you arm yourselves. If you can give any
information or want to find out more, call
277-3393 or 766-4470.
One more thing that you can do: every
time you hear of a rape in your area write
y,aur city commissioner a letter. We've got
some new commissioners now; let them
know about the rape problem.
Women, turn yol}r fear into action.

air, make sure you have screens and make
sure the screens are locked. Since most of
the houses in this area are old and
battered, there are a lot of missing or
broken, unworkable locks. You can easily
get a locksmith to install new ones where
you need them and, what's more, you can
get your landlord to pay for them. Make
sure your locked screens don't have handy
holes in them. You can get wire at any
hardware store to lace up the holes.
Some of the women on Columbia and
Princeton south of campus (where the
majority of rapes are occurring right now)
have rigged up inexpensive alarm systems
from house to house: a button by your
bed can set off an alarm in the next
house. You can have an alarm system like
this installed professionally by a company
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Research on the thermal
properties of tin can houses is
being conducted at UNM, based
on five actually constructed tin
can houses in Taos.
Heading up. the research is Prof.
Art Houghton. of the mechanical
engineering department.
He was asked by the Taos
architect who developed the
unique building system to make
the study,
The typical tin can "block"
consists of eight 12-ounce cans.
Six must be in pretty much their
original condition. Two others are
flattened as much as possible.
Some baling wire holds the block,
or unit, together.
"We're interested in a thermal
and insulation property
comparison of the tin can building
block with other types of mQre
conventional building materials,"
said Prof. Houghton, who is being
assisted by two engineering
students. They are Ding Lu, a
doctoral candidate, and Tom
Watkins, a senior.
"We've looked at it
preliminarily and it appears to be
a good insulator. But we want to
do some more studies and see if
there are any revisions or
improvements we can make in the
design to make it cheaper or more

predict how real blocks will
conduct heat and find out where
the weak spots are," Houghton
said.
Houghton describes the'
environmental impact of such a
building plan as "beautiful."
First, it changes a significant
amount of this country's garbage
into valuable building material.
Secondly, the cans, which are
made of recycled steel, are being
used even again, but this time on a
permanent basis.

Bamto5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

"This should be taken
seriously," he said.
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(Editor's note: Members of the Albuquerque Boycott Committee,
most of whom are UNM students, have returned re(!ently {mrn southern
Califomia where they aided the United Farmworkers. They manned
picket lines and helped in constructing a UF\V hospital and retirement
village..What follows was related to the Lobo by committee members
Ed Newbold and"Martin Chavez.)
Ed Newbold and Martin Chavez remember their el{perience in
California like the back of their hands-hands that worked hard with
members of the United Farm Workers (UFW) in the struggle for decent
wages and living conditions,
Along with Newbold and Chavez were four other students from
UNM who were inspired by UFW vice president Dolores Huerta's plea
here last semester for students to become involved with the union's
fight with the Teamsters and the growers.
The fight is all about vegetables, fruits and the people who pick
them. It has three parties but only two sides. On the one hand is
Dolores Huerta's 6,0QO member United Farm Workers Union, a division
of the AFL-CIO. (They were 40,000 strong two years ago, before they
lost their contracts to the Teamsters.) On the other, the growers who
own the acres of produce sit with the 2,000,000 member International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of
America. The Teamsters and the growers have signed each other up and
the UFW has been striking them both. And it's no small fight. Before
the summer's over, it may wind its way across America's produce
, .
counters.
This would not be happening if it weren't for the UFW. Ten years
ago they were nothing more than a joke along the highways of southern
California. Now they are nationally known. Nobody paid much
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Featuret:
• Large VU Meiers slanted for
easier readability
• Sophl"lcaled Styling Integrates
with Superscope component "family"
• Walnut Base Included in price
• Dolby Noise Reduction System
virtually ellminates tape hiss. You
may use this Dolby system to record
casselles with Dolby processing, or to
deprocess previously Dotbylzed
cassettes, or material from an external
source, such as an FM stereo tunert
record changer, or even another
stereo tape recorder.
• Limiter PushsWIIch automatically
limits the maximum recording level
to avoid distortion. Especially
important for recording music and
meetings where different sound levels
are to be recorded.
• T1pe Select Swllch allows for use
of new Chromium Dioxide casselles

• lllumlnaled Funcllon lndlcatora
for Dolby Limiter and Tape Select
Switches
• Power Switch- rocker type
• Headphone Monitor Jack
• L&R Mlc lnpUII
• Separate R&L Record Level Controls
for precise adjustment
• Record Mode Llghlto Indicate
recording In process
• Three·Digil Tape Counler
·with reset button
• Illuminated Tape Comparlmenl
for easy inspection of cassette
• Interlocked Plano Kej Type Control•

Supplied Accessories:
• Two Audio Patch Cords

Limited supply In stock at •1 49.95
New price '1 69.95
All this and Dolby too
Pl~s Superscope's
2 year warranty
-S~U~PE!!'!!!!li!'!!!!'!SC~OP,~f:.
• Sul'l vn:r~., Clll·•' 91jS2
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You nev-er heard 1t so good.,.

842-6991

1With ~~r!!tYYu£>rkers

CD-10!1 Stereo Cassette Deck
with Dolby Noise Reduction System

8150 V•ru~ran::t A.-e

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE
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"It's not just a project to have a
few neat houses built out of
cans," Reynolds said.
"Look, every city has an ample
supply. You wouldn't have to ship·
the cans from city to city like you
do conventional building
materials.

Earn $1 0 a week
donate twic" weekly

DONOR CENTER

! R.eturn From Stint

Michael Reynolds, the
developer of the tin can building
process, calls it "a very serious
building project."

DOYOUNEED
CASH?

BLOOD
PLASMA
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U. Research Focuses On Tin Can
easily used," Houghton said.
"One of the problems our
country now faces is an energy
crisis and we 'II face this to a
greater extent in the future, I
believe, So, one of the things
we're interested in is not only an
inexpensive c 0 ns truction
technique, but also how much
savings in fuel can be effected as a
result of this different sort of
building process," he said.
"Some of the houses that are
used by persons at the lower end
of the economic scale have
horrible heat leakage problems.
They practically have to sit on top
of the stove to keep warm.
"Well, we'd like to build a
device which is inexpensive (tin
can block houses can be built for
about $8 a square foot without
sacrificing quality or aesthetics),
and is able to keep the heat in and
consequently reduce the total use
of our energy resources," the
UNM professor said.
Much of the researchers'
analytical work will be done on a
computer. They, in effect, will
build a mathematical model of a
tin can block. "That

~ Boycott Members
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attention to them then. White folks knew that the American dollars
were worth a fo;tune when converted to Spanish currency. They
thought, perhaps, that the workers could return to Mexico and establish
their own taco stands along the border towns.
As a result of this disinterest, the nation's 3,000,000 agricultural
laborers worked an average of 199 days a year with an annual wage of
$1389. One out of every three farmworker houses had ":o toilet, one
out of every four no running water. The average worker hved to be 49
years old and many died from pesticide poisoning in the. fields.
(Workers would be out in the fields picking grapes at the same time the
growers were dusting crops from the aU:.)
In the beginning, the workers tried to unionize, but they all !ailed
because of the varying factions. Filipinos, Japanese, blacks, Mexicans,
Okies and Arabs all tried. The CIO tried, the AFL tried and then the
AFL-CIO tried again, but to no avail.
.
In 1962 Cesar Chavez drove into Delano, a small grape growmg
community in southern California. His drea!1l of organiz}ng the
farmworkers rooted itself in the tiny houses With whatever circles of
pickers could be collected, Those who gathered called thems~lves the
Farmworkers Association. By 1965 they had fought two strrkes and
Chavez' dream began to blossom. In September of that year, the
Filipino Agricultural Workers Organizing Committ?e (FAWOC) came to
pick grapes but rejected the $1.20 an h?ur bemg offered.. FAWOC
struck and the FWA had to choose one Side or the other. E1gh~ d~ys
after the Filipinos set up their pickets, the Farmworkers Association
voted unanimously to join them. Together they called themselves the
United Farm workers and started the present organized ~ffort. .
•
The UFW spent five years on strike and boycottmg to wm ~he\r
original contracts with the table grape industry. ~efore the Umon s
victory, base wage in grapes was $1.20 an hour w1th a 10 to 20 cent
kickback to the labor contractor.
· The wage agreement made in 1970 by the Union started at $2.05 and
created the first hiring hall in grape•growing history. It also forced the
(Continued on page 12)

Feldman Will
Direct Energy
Study Here
Dr. K. T. Feldman has been
named director of the
just-established UNM Energy
Research Center which will help
coordinate the university's
internal activities related to
energy research.
Working with Dr, Feldman, a
professor of mechanical
engineering, will be an advisory
committee composed of
representatives of relevant
disciplines throughout the
university. Feldman will consult
with Dr. Paul H. Silverman,
vicepresident for research and
graduate affairs.
"The increased awareness at the
state and national level of the
need for research and
development efforts in the field of
energy has placed pressure on
universities and other research
facilities to respond in an effective
manner," Vice President
Silverman said.
"In order to deal effectively
with the rapid proliferation of
infomation and requests for
proposals for energy research and
development, it was desirable tp
establish an energy center at
UNM," Silverman said.
"The committee will be the
primary contact with the faculty
and students in their respective
areas on matters relating to energy
research and development. It will
counsel and advise on al policies
and activities to be undertaken by
the center," he said.
Another mission of the center
will be to facilitate energy
research and development by
providing short courses,
workshops, seminars or summer
institutes designed to enhance the
quality and quantity of such
research.
Feldman also will work to
estab Iish liaison with other
institutions of higher learning and
research laboratories with a view
to encouraging information
exchange and research
cooperation.
Feldman said he and the
advisory committee are working
to prepare porposals for the $2
million state energy research
program .set up during the past
session of the legislature.
The proposals, each of which
must be limited to a maximum of
$200,000 a year, will be sent by
June 28 to the state Board of
Educational Finance,
administrator of the program.
"If we received funding for just
the proposals we have now it'd be
well over the $2 million
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Charles W. Daniels
Associate Professor of Law,
UNM
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Parkbench Parables
Qnd Bukowski
"NOTES OF A DIRTY OLD descriptions of street life and the
MAN".
jeremiads against hack politicos. I
by Charles Bukowski
can even identify with Bukowski
City Lights/$3.00 paperback
as Bukowski, the~insane outsider
in an even more insane world. But
*
By JON BOWMAN
frankly, I don't see much in Notes
We live in a society where that's going to change the
confession is the ultimate act of madness. Bukowski may find this ·
both prurience and piety. The fine, Mter all, he wouldn't be
"real" truth or the mind boggling who he is without a tinge of chaos
scandal is held sacred so long as it existing in the world.
can be glamorized and candorized
It's solely a matter of how
and then tossed and twisted to fit much chaos we can allow him
the most naked requirements of before we feel the ill effects. How
our mind.s. The media, and much before his artistry becomes
presumably the mass, thrive on self·pity.
expose. We have our Seer's'
The Bukowski of twelve years
Catalogues and our Washington
Posts. Directly across the
drugstore racks lie the Tattler,
True Confession and the glossed
over frill of Rolling Stone. On our
TV sets, we watch John Dean and
the newly converted Colson.
Switch the channel and the soaps
appear.
If the media is a good indicator,
we live surface existences in which
most of our time is spent in a
frantic search for someone else's
depth. Whether that supposed
depth takes the shape of political
and social intrigue or personal
confession is immaterial.
With Notes of a Dirty Old Man,
a hitherto neglected reserve of
confessional crap is unleashed.
Charles Bukowski, age 54, wrote
the articles and stories which
comprise this collection. Open
City, an LA underground,
published them first in the form
ago wrote: "All the waters are
of a weekly column.
Combining rambling wasted/on Cadillacs and
remembrances with vignettes of dahlias/and I am waste; on Milton
lightning intensity, Bukowski and matchsticks." The Bukowski
gives us a look at the life of the of today is writing 'pulp like Notes
dirty old man, namely himself. of a Dirty Old Man. Granted, it's
good pulp and it reads fast and
I'm sure you 'II find it exciting. I'd
also lay odds the collection is
selling much better thart his
poetry ever did, although you
probably won't find either on the
drugstore book racks. At least not
yet.
It's not a pleasant life, but then
again, .it doesn't have to be.
What's important is that it will
sell.
The world or. Notes is one ~f
street corner VIOlence, two btt
'::I
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addled brains myself").
the rammaker. (Gene Ives) restores
Bukowski is excellent when her los~ c~nfJdence, ~n a sudden
he's interviewing' Neal Cassady tu.rn, LiZZie must dec1de between
(Cassady's last before death in F_IIe and ~tarbuck, who both
Mexico) or when he's writing d1seove~ thell' ne!ld for .he!•
about his own jobless experiences
Despite the disapl?omtmg score
in Philadelphia and New York. by Jones and Sch"?Idt1 the, sh?W
However, as 11 comMentator on holds both ,a •mus!cal s fr1vob~y
the state of women (a position he and a drama~ m~elhgence. 110 Ill
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. the Shade will run June 28, 29
o v1ous y re 1s es), he 1s about as 30 and July 5
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revolutionary as a legion of Lester
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women as if they are nothing
more than holes placed on earth
to satisfy his need for surface
tension. It is on this count that I
find the collection not merely
lacking, but discouragingly poor.
I can handle the lurid
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ACLO musical
Pla••s at Popeio••

HaD.

Thursday, June 27th
Prama: "Endgame" by Samuel
Beckett at the new Humanities
Building, 8:15 p.m. The play
will run through Sunday.
Tickets are $1.
TV: Dick Cavett speaks with
Victor Marchetti on the CIA,
10:30 p.m. on Channel 7,
Lecture: "Cultural Pluralism in
Peru and New Mexico:
Parallels" is the title of Alberto
Escobar's lecture, slated for 8
p.m. in the Kiva.
,
Radio: "Siqueiros: Political
Activist," an exploration of the
life of the co·creator of the
Mexican Muralist Movement, 7
p.m. on KUNM.
Friday, June 28th
Musical: Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera production of "110 in
the Shade," playing through
Sunday at 8 p.m. For
reservations call 298·2540 or
277·3121.
Crafts: Once again, the New
Mexico Arts and Crafts Fair
will hit the State Fairgrounds.
Open noon to 10 p.m. Friday,
10 a.m. through 10 p.m.
Saturday and noon to 1 0 p.m.
Sunday.
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The greatest pi:~best sandwiches
106·8 CORNELL, S.E.
REAR ENTRANCE
268·2300
11 AM to 1 AM
7 Days a Week
We Deliver Free to the University Area
Patio and Dining Room Facilities
Add 10¢ to all take-out orders.
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"A DAISY IN THE MEMORY OF
A SHARK"
by Pete Winslow
City Lights/$2.00 paperback
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(Photos by Mel Buffinaton)

'llui promoters lost over $7,000 and swore not to bring
another concert to Albuquerque until the market was less
"soft." Some thousand odd spectators watched the show
free, No one knows how they did it. All told, the Allman
Brothers concert of last Thursday ·was a financial disaster
and a monument to mismanagement on the part of both
promoters and PEC, Security was so loose that quite a
number of the orange vested "goons" had to be evicted for
drinking.
By the way, the concert was nice. Not great, but nice.
The Allman Brothers played and jammed on their standard
tunes for almost three hours. Grinder Switch, another
group of musicians from Macon, opened the evening's
festivities.

Saturday, June 29th
Concert: Leon Russell and the
Gap Band, University Arena, 8
p.m.
TV: "Peace and the Pentagon," a
CBS documentary, 9 p·.m. on
Channel13.
TV: "Sweet Charity" with Shirley
MacCiaine, 8 p.m. on Channel

4.

Sunday, June 30th
TV: Robert Redford, America's
Great Stone Face, appears in
"Down Hill Racer" at 8 p.m.
on Channel 7.
Monday, July 1st
Lecture: Chuck Daniels, associate
professor of Law at UNM, will
speak on "The Death of
Privacy" at 8 p.m. on the
campus' Central Mall.
. Tuesday, Jutv 2nd
Recital: Dottie Kempter, cello,
and Kathie Jarrett, violin, at
8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
Radio: "Women Fibbers," an
interview with playwright
Megan Terry, 7 p.m. KUNM.
Wednesday, July 3rd
Radio: Bernadette Devlin's UNM
speech of April 30th will be
broadcast, KUNM, 7 p.m.

The BeHer Mousetrap
Aw shucks . • • you've seen a very similar pack elsewherel The great
difference being that this pack actually worksl The secret lies in an id•ntical
suspension and X-frama as in our Backex and Ouimex packs. One size fits all
except youngsters. The fabric is 11.5 oz. Cordura, of course. Additionally, all
the attachment points etc.. that are necessary are sewn on.
Total Volume: 2766 cu. in.
Total Weight: 68 oz.

THE UNUSUAL As USUAL
. -.;.

MOUNTAINS

By MIKE ROBERTSON
Here is a small book of mellow
and readable poetry. The words
are often thought inducing, more
often they simply sound good to
the ear, Admittedly this is a
general statement, but on the
other hand, it is correct. Ilike the
book.
Pete Winslow, at thirty seven,
died suddenly in San Francisco in
197 2. His bes;; material was
probably yet to come. The poet
summed up his poems as "not
only apa~:t from civilization, they
show the trails leading away so
clearly they cannot coexist with it.
I leave time bombs around
disguised as poems-even the
connoisseur of duds gets his eyes
opened once in awhile." The
quote is significant as it indicates
precisely the nature of Winslow's
motives. He was not content with
merely describing the forms or
conditions of civilization, it
became acutely necessary for him

to oppose those existing forms in
orde1· to reach another point of
perc(!ption. Once this was
observed, he proceeded another
step, and another, etc. with no
end in sight and non~'! required.
Let it not be suggested that he
here be stamped a particular poet
of social or revolutionary intent.
He never claimed to be such and
his light and subtle style does not
propound this. He may more
aptly be considered a kind of
revisionist of his own time, that is,
a man extending an abstractness
of his own time. Yet there is a
paradox here for he attempts to
negate time as being of any
consequence. This comes across
quietly, though.
However, it would be unfair to
place too much emphasis on a
particular analysis, for the desert
of his poetry is in the labyrinths
of relaxed excursions he takes the
mind through and about.
Most of th!t poems in this
an tho logy of his last works

~

~u

mushroom
ffiodness
By JON BOWMAN
Mushroom decals, Ry Cooder,
and a petition for War made for a
heated session of the Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
last Friday. The committee,
affiliated with ASUNM, has Qeen
plagued with internal problems
since Paul Richardson resigned as
chairman this Spring. As was
apparent Friday, the problems
still exist.
The meeting opened with a
discussion of a petition now
circulating which asks people if
they want to see the group War.
The committee members have
twice turned down offers to bring
War to Albuquerque and felt that
PEC Chairman Steve Schroeder's
endorsement of the petition dl:ive
ignores their wishes. One
committee member, Linda
Klcinfeldt, offered to change her
negative vote on War to yes if
Schroeder would resign in the
event the concert failed to <kaw.
Schroeder declined the offer and
(Continued on page 12)

(1970·71) are as surrealistic as the
Magritte painting pn the cover,
There is· a free and loose flowing
of words; one is carried as a dl:y
leaf. atop a bubbling brook,
eddymg here and there, pausing,
stopping, continuing, always
ongoing at its very own pace. It is
this appeal to sensation and
feeling which comes th,rough,
Never mind the words if you want
to simply be carried along; it's the
p~rasing that calmly lets you
drtft. Often there's a subtle haiku
gentleness apparent. Thus reading
Winslow's poems aloud becomes
quite pleasing to the ear,
A Daisy In Tfw Memory Of A
Sharll is an example of the
enjoyable contemporary poetic
art. It is regretable that the artist
is no longer available to render
further acts for his audience.
Here, then, is a small book of
mellow and readable poetry, The
words arc often thought inducing,
more often they simply sound
good to the ear, I like the book.
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featuring
Indonesian and European Cuisine
Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters-Tortas-Heros-etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads
Rice table
(for 2 or more-with reservation)
Reasonable Prices of course
New Dining Room

Bi/..e mdlfon·ourcmneuh•nn·.

Nowo¥ · 3Jubiiilfitht
A~ •I. · ~~
•'t~r--~"~
. .·~-·'.'·.'._.,;~;;;.
~

- ~:;··'.

Hour~:

Friday & Sarurday 11:00 a.m.-3:00a.m.
~ day-fhursd•y
•
Sun
II:OOa.m.·I:OOa.m.

Telephone 765-5671

.
New Mexic:a Schaal af
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Ceramic: Arts

RJVERS
' 2210 Central SE

268-4876

Now forming a new Saturday morning class in wheel
·construction methnds. Seven weeks starting June 29th
to Aug. 1Oth (9:00am to 12:00). Also we are taking
registration for our second session until July 21.
Second session ceramic classes will begin July 22 ond
run through Sept. 6th.

Pre-Bi-Centenial Sale
July 1 to July 21

The Livinlil Batch

ak•tare

Day and Evening Classes OHered

2408 Central SE
Across from Johnson Gym

24% off on all new books except
text editions and 4% off
on all used books
Summer Hours: 12:00-9:00 Monday thru Friday
·
·12:00-5:00 Saturday
1:00-5:00 Sunday

,or further Information call.
Rings; pendants, watch bands and all
types of jewelry in gold or silver designed and manufactured in our shop.

266-5222

or

gJ~C{j-C(p~
(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

6605 Menaul, N.E.

247·2558

25t7 Quincy NE

-

37

1600 Central SE

Women Gymnas.ts
Practice Wednesdays
There will be open workou~ for
all women in~erested in competing
on the 1974·75 UNM Women's
gymnastics team each Wednesday
evening from 7 to 9 in Carlisle
Gym,

Coach 'Janet Blair wHI supervise
workouts on compulsory routines
and optional moves, Beginning
b'Ymnasts are welcome. For more
information., call Blair at
266·2650.
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Moses Don't Go Moses,
Listen To Reason Moses,

ForGod'sSakeM~o~s~e~s~!~~~~o~id~ri~~~~~~o~oo~~~~~~m~~~rt~~m~~~"Y~

After three months and obtain the superstar.
$10,000, Moses Malone made up
Malone told the NCAA
· d
investigators that one college
hismm.
,
He signed with the University coach offered him $1000 under
of Maryland last Thursday.
the table to sign.
UNM who spent almost half of
The University of Maryland
its $24,900 recruiting budget on promised him help in obtaining a
Malone looked to be in the $1 million insurance policy
running until the end, but against injury, as protection for a
pressure from his mother and the subsequent professional career.
nearness of Maryland to his home
Rumors of cars, high paying
of Petersburg, Virginia finally won summer employment, and girls in
·
hotel rooms, have all arisen.
t
ou.
The 6·10 center was sought
after by more than 200 colleges
and has been compared to the·
likes of Lew Alcindor (now
Kareem Abdul·Jabbar) and Bill
Walton.
Maryland, fourth-ranked in last
year's UPI poll, should have an
-excellent chance at the national
title this year losing only two
seniors off its 1974 team.
Malone has indicated that he
plans to play college ball for only
two years before turning.
professional. He had an
opportunity to go tqe pro route
this year when the Utah Stars
offered him $2 million to sign.
Malone gave little consideration
to the Stars but fluctuated
throughout 'the tug of war
~
• between Maryland, UNM, and
The Studio Gallery
Clemson.
400 San Felipe N. W.
Since his mgning, the NCAA has.
been investigating many alleged
recruiting viollltions in trying to
I ,
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Lobos Travel To Israel
y

w

By DEL JONES

BY
Del dowas

IS

EVEN THOUGH HE has signed with the University of Maryland
the saga of Moses Malone is far from complete.
§
Repercussions and after effects will haunt UNM for some time to
rn
· come. Rumors released by the Washington Star Wednesday indicate
.§ that UNM and Clemson ·are soon to be under investigation by the
~
NCAA for recruiting violations during the Malone tug·of·war.
The Post later admitted most of the accusations they made about
~
the two schools were mostly only about Clemson and. that
~
~ investigation of UNM may never come about.
the moment the only solid accusation made against UNM is
..... thatAt assistant
.....
coach John Whisenant had loaned Malone his car,
il, which is forbidden. If this is the only violation made by UNM during
the recruiting of the 6·10 superstar, Norm· Ellenberger and crew can
~
be commended on a remarkably clean campaign. But this is only the
first time they've come close to such a top prospect and I'm sure
they'll learn how to bribe, cheat, and steal in the future.
Ellenberger says he hasn't been contacted by the NCAA yet but
he's sure if they've done anything wrong they'll soon find out about
it.
"I'm sure that now the rumor has been released in an Eastern
newspaper everyone will take it for the gospel truth," said
Ellenberger. "I don't know if Whisenant loaned Moses his car or
not."
If this is the only valid suggestion against UNM it will probably be
a long time before the NCAA gets around to them. The Washington
Star also reported a week ago that the University of Maryland helped
Malone in obtaining a $1 million insurance policy in case he got
injured and couldn't go professional after two years.
Malone also told NCAA investigators that he has been offered
$1000 cash under the table for his signature. Rumors of free cars
and girls in nearby hotel rooms have also come up.
THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT came up with the approximate
cost they encountered while chasing after Malone. Bob Dobell, the
associate athletic director for finance came up with a figure from
$10,000 to $10,100.
"This is by far the most we've ever spent on one athlete," said
Dobell. "No one we've ever tried for has ever been near this figure.
The ten grand comes pretty close to half of the basketball
recruiting funds of $24,900.
Despite the high costs for a failure I tend to agree with Norm
Ellenberger when he says it was well worth it. Ellenberger said UNM
has never reached into so many Eastern newspapers and national
magazines as they have since chasing Malone.
This recognition although not making the University of New
Mexico a household word may make future athletes read mail sent
from ht~l'l!, In all sports.
Also, the non-athlete will unknowingly benefit from this added
exposure.
·
The graduate upon searching for a job will possibly get the same
recognition from the sports conscious boss as a UCLA or Notre
Dame grad, This might not be right but it's a fact.
I think Moses Malone was a good thing-and not only because I
won a $10 bet (I bet he wouldn't come to UNM). It's given the
University far more press than it usually gets during the summer, and
it's given sports fans something to talk about.
When Maryland plays on T.V. next fall (which they are sure to do
unless they are put on probation) fans will look on and say "we
almost had him."
Moses Malone was fun.

e

The Western Athletic
Conference is checking into
possible recruiting violations by
UNM in obtaining Jerome Shanks
from Arizona Western Junior
College at Yuma.
Western Arizona coach Bob
Stanfield sent a letter to WAC
commissioner Stan Bates stating ·
that Norm Ellenberger failed to

Lobo Sports Editor

The UNM basketball team has
been selected by the United States
Collegiate Sports Council to
represent the Americans at the
University Basketball Games in
Tel Aviv, IsraeL .
The tournament is held every
year and is an extension of the
World University games held every
other year. The games, will not be
played this year but the basketball
competition is slated for August

2·8.
Ike Singer, the UNM athletic
coordinator, explained the U.S.
Collegiate Council selects one
team every year to represent the
United States in the games,
"They try to select the teams
from different areas each year,"
said Singer. "Since we were
conference champs last year, we
were picked. There were no
applications involved."
Currently, basketball coach
Norm Ellenberger is working on
setting up a few games in Europe
outside of the University Games
to give his team as much
international experience as
possible.
"We're trying to pick up two or
three games to play on the way
home," said Ellenberger. "I'm
working on that right now. I'm
sure almost everybody over there
would be willing to play but the
problem is getting in touch with
them. I'm trying to establish
contacts so I have someone to
write to."
Possible opponents included
teams in Greece, Italy, and
England.
"We're attempting to get these
additional games in a direct route
from Israel back to the States,"
explained Singer. "That way the
plane tickets won't cost anymore
and we can let the other teams
pick up the tab for our staying

-

·-~

Lab a

Wal'k
Wandai'D

therl),"
"If we have room for a couple
The cost for the trip to Israel is · of last year's seniors I'll take them
estimated at around $20,000 and but no new recruits will be going
UNM isn't expecting to pay any with us," said Ellenberger.
of it.
·
The UNM athletic department
"'Ibe Israel sports committee is working on a special package in
pays half of the costs and the which a minimum of 15 fans who
Jewish community of wish to go along w.ith the Lobos
Albuquerque and New Mexico can, at a cost of $1449 per
hope to cover the other half," said person .
Singer. "We've had several offers
The package will include round
from people all over the state who trip tickets to Israel and back, two
just want to see the Lobos meals per day, and sightseeing
represent the United States in trips throughout the Holy Land.
Israel."
Individuals on the tour would
Ellenberger hasn't yet been told have to make th.eir own
how many players he's going to be arrangements if they wanted to
allowed to take to Tel Aviv but watch any additional games in
expects it will be ten to twelve.
Europe.

- YOUdonl hai~eiOQO ~to lheCOUnlettogfi soma mol' I)
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LOMAS at SAN PEDRO'
PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W..
. LOMAS at JUAN TABO
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More
Mushroon1
Madness

Boycott Members
Return from Stint

(continued from page 7)
(continued from page 9)
went on to say he is ultimately
grower~ to accept pesticide regulations much stiffer than the state of
California's, an employer·financed health plan, banning workers under responsible to concert-goers, not
16 years of age, and no firing without just cause. The contract lasted the committee, and that he is free
to endorse any petition he wishes.
three years.
·
The Allman Brothers concert of
In 1973, trouble ~tarted again when it came time to sign a new one.
Negotiations never passed the first point of discussion. 1t wasn't just the · last Thursday was the next topic
union's proposal that growers didn't like. Most of them didn't of discussion. According to
understand the union. The Teamsters last year moved in and the UFW Kleinfeldt, "about 2770 people
lost many of their contracts.
got in without paying." Schroeder
The UFW has recently approved a pay increase for members which attributed some of the overflow
will be effective in July, The wage for UFW's will be $2.95 plus 25 to problems with his security, but
cents for every bushel of produce picked, while the Teamsters are he felt most of the gate crashers
offering $2.7 5 an hour.
were admitted by the performers.
Schroeder said, "The Allman
* * *
Martin Chavez explains why the UFW lost some of their contracts:
Brothers brought their own passes
f'The United Farm workers don't send their president in to get a with mushrooms pictured on
contract he can announce to evel'ybody else. All union members are on them. It seemed like everywhere I
crew committees which elect representatives to a ranch committee and went during the concert, those
the ranch committee negotiates. At contract time, that means the goddamn passes appeared.
growers sit face·to·face in a hotel room with the people who work for
After deciding not to pay for
them. When the talks started in 1973, it wasn't long before the UFW the stage built for the cancelled
realized that the growers already had contracts with the Teamsters. The Deep ·Purple concert (the
collusion of the Teamsters and the growers has re·ally hurt the promoters will have to foot the
UFW-they're trying to destroy it and force the workers to join a union bill), PEC ·members turned down
they don't want."
four proposals for upcoming
El Malcriodo, the UFW's newspaper, has reported that Cesar Chavez concerts. Traffic, slated for
called the Teamsters urearful and dishonest." u1bey're afraid of the sometime in October, Ten Years
farmworker because they don't control him."
After (August 16th or 17th), and
Newbold said the UFW has offered elections to let the workers Chicago (July 26th or 27th) were
decide which union they want. Last year the Teamsters refused, and the uniformly voted against by the
growers held out.
four members present.
..The Teamsters know," Newbold explained, "that if the workers are
A narrowly defeated Ry
given the choice, they (the Teamsters) will be put out of the fields by a Cooder concert, however, created
very large majority. Instead, the Teamsters hire goons and bring them controversy with the committee
to the ranches with the idea of scaring the pickets away. But wherever and betw.een PEC members and
they go they find that the workers aren't afraid of them."
others present at the meeting.
Three months ago, in Coachella, California, the K. K. Larsen Louis Tempkin and Janice
Company held a surprise election in which, the company reported, its Michaels voted to sponsor the
workers rejected UFW representation. 'llte UFW was negotiating a new concert, while committee
contract in "good faith" with the company at the time, and charged the members Linda Kleinfeldt and
company with unfair practices for these reasons:
Mary Ratchford gave it a negative
-No UFW member was present to observe the elections.
vote. The tie was broken by a vote
-'llte UFW was not informed of the election even though its name of no from Chairman Schroeder.
appeared on the ballot.
In ,an effort to bring Cooder
-The election was held while the UFW still held a valid contract. •
here, Tempkin has asked that
.....;Mr. Larsen and his supervisors were too close to the p'eople when students register their protest by
they voted and tried to interfere with the voters' decisions.
calling PEC at 277·5602.
Sixty workers voted not to renew the contract, 28 voted in favor,
and seven refused to vote. Despite UFW protests the vote stayed and
the Teamsters won the contract. The UFW has taken the case to court
and is now suing for recompense.
And the UFW's struggle in trying to make the growers treat workers
as human beings rather than units of production continues. The bulk of
U-STDRE-IT
the growers have signed with the Teamsters and the number of
dues·paying UFW members dwindles. The UFW has spread out from
U-LDCK-IT
California now, and is trying to make itself felt all across the country.
On Tuesday, leaders of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe expressed full
support for the UFW's boycott of California non·union lettuce and U-Carr~ th•
grapes. Archbishop-elect Robert F. Sanchez called for all Catholics in
Mini Storages
the Archdiocese to take up collections for the workers on Sunday.
uwe support the right of the people for self·determination, '' he said.
All Sizes
In the first fiv~year strike, it was the American grocery shopper who
finally brought the growers to the negotiating tables. The demand for $12.00 per month and up
union produce forced most everything off the shelves, and Newbold,
Chavez and members of the Albuquerque Boycott Committee hope the
same will happen this year.
-=...._~
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Students planning to attend
school under the GI Bill this fall
rnay request an advance payment
of benefits from June 17 through
July 12 in the Counseling Center,
Mesa Vista 2111. In order to
apply a student must have beeh
admitted to school and have a
schedule ot' classes prepared.

The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee will meet Thursday,
June 27 at 7:30 p.m. in Chicano
Studies, 1814 Roma NE. Richard
Longoria, SQuthwest Boycott
Coordinator for the UFW is
visiting from Denver and . will
speak. Volunteers just back from
California will also be present.
Everyone is invited.
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IJigg's Pool Room

I
I

Pool Tables, Air-Hockey,

i

Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball.

I

·

I Food served exclusively from
~

·

Casa Luna

i
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CLASSIFIED

A D V .E R T I S I N G
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, .Room 206,

.Rates: 10¢ per word per daJ' with a
$1,00 per daJ' minimum char.ee. or 6¢
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more conaecutive dan.
•
Terms : Payment must be made m full

1)

Of'

4)

PERSONALS

COMPATIBLE, straight grad wants .s11me
to travel through Colorado, WyommgJuly 27-Aug. 19. Marie Caruso, ;Nursing
Program Navajo Community College,
6/27
Chinle, Ari~ona 86603.
S T U D YIN G, Studying, Studying but
Flunking, Flunking, Flunking - Call
6/27
AGORA, we'll listen. 2'77-3013.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright,
24l·9819.
YOUNG GENTLEMEN seeking young
women to accompany Jlle. to Eaat Coast.
Leaving around July lOth, Call 898·2040.
PHOTOGRAPHY. SUMMER WORKSHOP
forming. Intensive seven·week ~JOUrse in
fundamentals of black·and·white, some
color shooting. Two or three lectures
weekly. highly individual in11truction and
heavy practice in exccllcnt darkroom
near UNM. Ta'!lght by art-oriented pro·
fessional. Discussions, critiques. field
trips. N!l hil!toey, esthetics, chemistry or
optics, but lots of shooting, production
and techniques. Limited to ten very
serious persons, absolute beginners or
intermediate. Any camera acceptable,
but 31imm preferred. Fills fast, eo call
soon for details. Allen Madans <A·Pho·
U!erapher), 1717 Girard JUvd. N.E. 265·
2444.
6/13

5)

LOST &FOUND

SERVICES

6)

EMPLOYMENT

ARTISTIC FRESHMAN to work with
Daily Lobo Staff. Salaried position.
Good speJling & some tJ"Ping beneficial.
Apply now to start work in August.
Jour. Bldg. Rm. 205. 8 am-4 :30 pm.
PART-TIME JOB afternoons & evenings.
Must be over 21 yrs. old. Apply in per·
son-graduate students only. SAVE
WAY Liquor Store. 6704 Lomas NE.
6/27
ARTISTIC FRESHMAN to work with
Daily Lobo Ad Staff. Salaried position.
Good spelling & some typing beneficial •
Jour. Bldg. Rm. 205. 8:00 a.m ••,:30 p,m.
TEACHERS WANTED. West & other
states. Southwest Teachers Agency, Box
4337, AJbu., N.M. 87106. Member of
National Association Teachers Agencies.
Teacher placement since 1946.
7/26

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM APT. downtown area.
a/c, quiet. S126 per mo. Includes uti].
6/27
itlca. Call 846·4962.
SPACE IN PLAZA San Ysidro, Corrales
for shop. Call 345-41162.
6/27

Prescriptions filled

••
~~~~ I

f/1/111'

Lenses replac;j,f/1///1'

,

...:~

BACKPACKERS -- Come i~pect New
Mexico•e most complete seleetion of
eaulpment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
7/25

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law · School
Clinical Program offers legal services
:for students and staff. Furnished by
qualified Jaw students under faculty au·
pervision, Availability limited to those
whose aaaets and Income do not exceed
eatabilshed guidelines. 50¢ registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277-3604 for fn.
formation and appointmenfll. Sponsored
by A1111oclated Students of UNM.
tfn
JMAGE5-PORTRAIT, PASSSPORT, aP•
plication photographs. Close, quick,
118ne. 2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterfields. 266-9967.
7/26
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town. fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 266·244' or come to
171'7 Girard N.E.
'7/25

4)

~

..

FOR SALE

BICYCLES. Largest selection and lowest
prices in New Me:M;ico on finest Euro. .
pean makes. Name brand parts &
· quality service. R. C. .Hallett WORLD
CHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal
Place SE. Phone 843.9378.
6/27
ST. BERNARD Registered AKC, 1fh yr.
765·1354 atfer one. Cheap,
1973 SUZUKI 260 GT. 11,000 mi. 2 bel·
mets included. '625. 265·8197.
6 /27
S5·MILES.PER·GALLON I 1971 Fiat 850
Spider. Good condition. 265·9234. 6/27
MOTORCYCLE: 1974 Triumph Daytona
500, TR100, excellent condition. $1250
or $900 & take over payments. Call Jan
at 277-2410 days or 293-3154 evenings
or weekends.
6/27
QUALITY HIKING & BACKPACKING
EQUIPMENT & accessories at the
TRAIL HAUS. 1031 San Mateo SE.
Wilderness Equipment specialists since
1967-RENTALB-Phone 266·9190. 7/26

FOUND: KEYS .( 4) ----~-on leather thong, bt
Yale Park. Owner may claim Rm. 205
6/27
Journalism.

3)

FOR RENT

MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS has back.
packing equipment rentals and sales.
Rent what you're thinking of buying and
get one day's Tental fee off purchase
price. Raft Tentals also. MOUNTAINS
& RIVERS, across the street at 2210 ~
Central SE.
7/26 0
FOU.RBLOCKS FROM UNM. New 2 bdrm ~g"
· furnished apts. Laundey, patio. BBQa.
· Secure bldg. Summer rates, 11hort lease; ~
Manager, 419 Vassar SE. THE ZODIAC. 5!
255·6780 or 268-3619.
7/3 ·~

------~

2)

bv mc~il

,f/1/111'

OPTICIANs··

I
·1

9:00-6:00

Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyomlng.NE 265-3668 265-3667
~New Office 7327 4th NW 898-9298 .......

·--------

......

.......

. Luxury Living
1~ Blk. frotn catnpus
$160/tno.Columbian East and
Columbian West Apts.
Features: Swim.ming Pool-Barbeque
Recreation Rooms-Shag Carpet
Sun Deck-;Dishwasher-Security System

Now accepting Reservations
for fall-no lease required
Columbian East

208 Cplumbia NE
Columbian West
209 Columbia NE

Mike Rakes
266-4070
Tony Sam
255-2685

Come by or Call

:C
...:~
~

